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In a fantasy world where the sun and moon follow unearthly orbits, divine powers rear their heads in madness and
beasts of all sorts roam the dark desert lands. While the world of Tarnished is beset by disaster, a young and
skilled warrior named Tarn comes to the defense of a small village. Together with his friends, who awaken the
demons who possess the hero, as well as the mysterious man who wields the power of an unknown substance,

Tarn seeks to restore peace in the Land of Winds. Tarn gains the power to summon two elden - variously mistaken
for spirits or deities - to aid him in battle. There are many things you can see in the Lands Between, such as a
great number of diverse and overwhelming enemies, a wide range of battle scenes, and magic that unlocks
diverse play methods. We have also improved the experience by greatly increasing the number of enemies,

strengthening graphic quality and the gameplay environments, introducing a variety of weapons and items, and
adding more exciting and detailed gameplay scenes. There are also numerous challenges you can accept and

obtain great items, including the Summon Stone, Soulgem, and Book of Wisdom. Some items will be added if you
check the optional item lists in the item center. Tarnish’s Features: Offline - Story mode: A story written in first
person narrative about the lives of the players as they complete the adventure of becoming an Elder Lord, in

which the players form a party of four adventurers. - Online: A true 4-player online experience. Up to 4 players can
fully enjoy the online mode together by loading the game and creating a party. Players can challenge and

cooperate with other players, and in addition to the party adventure, the user can use the companion Characters
who can be acquired in the Story Mode. Offline 4-Player - Story mode: A story written in first person narrative
about the lives of the players as they complete the adventure of becoming an Elder Lord, in which the players

form a party of four adventurers. - Online: A true 4-player online experience. Up to 4 players can fully enjoy the
online mode together by loading the game and creating a party. Players can challenge and cooperate with other
players, and in addition to the party adventure, the user can use the companion Characters who can be acquired

in the Story Mode. Online 1-4 Player - A
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Differentively Combat Elements: 

Role-based PvP Battle: 
Skill-based PvP Battle: 

Weapon Skill & Item Skill Battle: 

War Beasts Added for PvP Battles:

Choose from a variety of powers and create the strongest beast in the world. Then battle a variety of animals for rewards!
The various weapons and skills increase from the experiences gained during battles, and the value of rare weapons and
items is further increased!

You can enjoy PvP Battles together with up to 6 other players in 3 different situations.

* Asynchronous online PvP: All battles are completed in an asynchronous fashion. You can enjoy PvP Battles with other
players together, while waiting for a battle to begin.

* Role-based vs. Skill-based PvP Battle: All battles are divided into role-based PvP and skill-based PvP, both of which allow
you to enjoy in a PvP experience where you use a variety of attacks.

* Item exchange features: Items can be exchanged to receive new items or items that are more useful in PvP or even
used to acquire an item. The items can be exchanged during PvP Battles or during normal gameplay.

* PvP Battle Rate: PvP Battles in the Gun Remelto class World will be available at lower priority. * There will be periodic
PvP Battles available in Free-roam and Gun class Worlds for newcomers to enjoy.

* War Beasts:   * 70 war beasts.  * Selectable pet by role for War Beasts. * A variety of pets that have additional effects. *
Your online PvP rank will be reflected as your War Beast rank.

Cosmetics Item Information:
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